Newsletter Oye LENA
Educational project, Curahuasi – Peru
November - December 2017
Dear loyal readers and new readers,
After receiving quite some feedback, we decided to make some changes to our newsletter. Our operations have become
more stable after all these years, with a number of activities that provide structure to our planning. We wanted this
structure to be mirrored in our newsletter: In the green boxes, we created some fixed topics, with an explanation that
remains unchanged. Underneath the green boxes, you will find new information and pictures.

ON THE PROJECT
Special events
Huge trampoline in Curahuasi
On Monday 27th of November, we would normally go swimming in Cconoc with the special kids, but since there was
road construction going on, we could not reach the hot springs. Therefore, we decided to go to the trampoline park in
Curahuasi. There, we found a huge trampoline, filled with 10 big balls. Some kids could not wait to get started, others
were a bit hesitant at first. Obviously, this is a bit strange for most kids, as they don’t do this often. In the end, everyone
enjoyed it a lot, even the kids that could not jump themselves. They were helped as much as possible by the volunteers.
After this fun activity, we went to the market, where the children could buy their own fruit to enjoy when back at Oye
Lena!

Fiestas en Curahuasi
Every year, around the 24th of November, there’s a big party in Curahuasi. For a whole week, activities are organized,
like dance competitions, parades, food raves, a downhill competition, horse racing and much more. Also cockfighting
and bullfighting are part of the folklore. In the bullfighting, no violence is used, but only waved with a red cloth. The
cockfighting however, continues until one of the roosters gives up or dies. This is an old tradition in Curahuasi (and
Peru), that we question… Nevertheless, we think it’s important to mention this in the newsletter, to give you an idea of
life here in Curahuasi. Most kids also participate in the activities that are organized. Therefore, we closed the project an
entire week, to give both the kids and the volunteers the opportunity to participate.

Visit to the dentist
On December 12th, we went to the dentist with a whole group of kids. Some of them were a bit afraid, and did not
really dare to go. After we watched together a movie about the dentist, most of them felt more at ease and were very
brave. While waiting for their turn, the children could play with all the fun toys in the waiting room. As a reward, we
went to the big playground afterwards, where everyone had lots of fun.
(By Nele Dobbelaere)

Reyson, a boy with autism and a speech disorder – an update
Since the new school year (March 2017), Reyson is going to a normal school, in
the first grade. During the first months, we sent a volunteer there, to guide him
inclusively during his classes. Unfortunately, we had to stop doing this during the
months of July, August and September, because of a lack of volunteers. When
we were planning on going back in October, his teacher told us that Reyson was
not doing so well at school. She thought he would benefit more from coming to
Oye Lena more frequently. From then onwards, Reyson is coming to Oye Lena
for two full days a week, with a big smile on his face. What will happen next
school year, and if Reyson will keep going to school, is a big mystery for
everyone… What we do know however, is that Oye Lena will keep supporting
him in all possible ways!
(By Sara Defoor)

Jhoel, a new student with a disability
At the Day of Disability, we met Jhoel and his mom. Since that moment,
Jhoel has been coming to Oye Lena. He is a sweet boy of four years old. He
has not been diagnosed yet, but he has weak motor skills, a speaking
disorder, and doctors suspect autism. He lives in his own world, making it a
challenge for volunteers to work with him. But bit by bit we see him become
more at ease at Oye Lena, while he explores the project.
(By Sara Defoor)

Christmas at Oye Lena
Like every year, the parents were invited for a big Christmas party. Because we know that not all parents arrive on time,
we always organize games for the parents and children, and everyone can just join whenever they arrive. This year we
opted for a catch-the-reindeer-game (the children are the reindeer, the parents catch), throw-a-ball-that-is-tied-againstyour-head-against-the-christmas-tree-game (parents and children try to do this as fast as possible), catch-the-swimmingChristmas-ball-game (parents and children get as many points as possible by working together) and shake-yourChristmas-belly-game (the parents shake their belly and the children should cheer on their parents).
The children could also colour some drawings in the Christmas theme, and the families could take pictures with the
alpacas (which we printed afterwards). The families who arrived in time and played a lot of games, were rewarded with
bottle caps. With these bottle caps, they could ‘buy’ a price in our small shop. The shop contained nice things we
collected during the year (pens, clothes, toys, writing utensils, …).
Once everyone had arrived, the real party started: we sang a Christmas song and danced our Christmas dance.
Afterwards everybody got their present: a Barbie for the girls and a football jersey of Peru for the boys. The boys were
thrilled: since it’s known that Peru will participate in the World Championship soccer in 2019, the whole country is
turned upside down. The parents got a card with photos of their children, and the special kids got gifts that were
adjusted to their capacities (balls, blocs, musical instruments,…). Our teachers, driver and cook got, as usual, a big basket
filled with rice, sugar, chocolate and Paneton.
All the Christmas events were sponsored by RANPAK EUROPE (https://www.ranpak.com/).

Theme based working
At Oye LENA, we use themes to work with: as well with our special kids as with our toddlers, and both for the project
and for the classes in the mountain schools. Every month, we pick a new topic, which is a common theme through all the
lessons and classes. These themes are fixed for three school years. Every theme is linked with (Peruvian/ Belgian)
objectives, whereby not only cognitive goals are important, but also social and emotional well-being, as well as
attitudes. In every theme, we incorporate methods like 'Sherborne' (or Development Movement), 'Snoezelen' (or
Controlled Multisensory Environment), learning centres, Multisensory Storytelling,...
Our education starts from the children's living environment, consisting of challenges and experiences, calls for
experimenting and exploring and forms the basis for motivated learning. Through 'playful learning' and 'learning by
doing', we try to stimulate the development of the child to increase its chances for a better future.
November = Themes 'Children’s rights’ and ‘Gruffalo’
When it was announced that the new theme would be children’s rights, I immediately thought: ‘How are we going to
handle such a difficult theme? Especially here in Curahuasi...’ Luckily, the creative team of volunteers did have some
good and playful ideas. The cherry on the pie was the theatre that we performed. That was about a whole lot of animals
that each had their own specific problem related to children’s rights.
The last week of the month, we used another theme: ‘The Gruffalo’. Each day, a part of the Gruffalo story was read in
class. We’ve never seen our children more focused! The children could let their imagination run wild related to the
Gruffalo. This resulted in stunning artwork in clay, crazy stories, special imitations, and much more!
(By Brent Stubbe)
December = Theme ‘Christmas’
In December, we obviously work in the theme of Christmas. But: in Curahuasi, there’s never snow, and the children do
not have a christmas tree at home. Therefore, we linked the theme Christmas to the theme ‘mirroring’. We did different
experiments with mirrors: we checked what the effect was of paint on a mirror or of building a tower on a mirror. We
also gave Santa Claus a beard of shaving foam!
(By Sara Defoor)

Weekly visits to the mountain schools of Ccochua and Puka Puka
Once a week we go to a remote mountain school, alternately in the villages Puka Puka and Ccochua. There, we give
classes to the toddlers and try to improve the level of education, in cooperation with the local teacher. We want to
teach them methodologies like Writing Dance, 'Snoezelen' (or Controlled Multisensory Environment), 'Sherborne'
(Development Movement), Multisensory Storytelling,…
The children in these mountain villages mostly or exclusively speak Quechua at home, while classes at school are given
in Spanish. In addition, most kids have low-educated parents who do not always acknowledge the importance of
education, and do not stimulate the development of their child at home. For this reason, the children have a huge
disadvantage compared to their peers.
Ccochua is a 45 minutes’ drive away from the project. Miss Myriam has nine students in her class, aged 3 to 6 years. The
classes take place in the house of one of the mothers and the room is very small, dark and has a low ceiling.
Puka Puka is only a 20 minutes’ drive away from the project. Miss Pelaya has 5 students in her class, also aged 3 to 6
years. Apart from the nursery school there’s also a primary school, where all ages are divided into two groups. The
classroom is a little bit bigger, but the means of the teacher stay very limited.
By visiting these schools, we try to support the local teachers and to improve the level of education. The volunteers,
children as well as the teachers already reacted enthusiastic!
The Peruvian school year has ended, and the two months of holidays (January and February) are coming up. We ended
the year in both mountain schools with a game (‘musical gift’) and some Christmas presents! All the kids were very
happy with their gifts. The parents of the children in Cchochua even spontaneously invited us for their Christmas party
the next day. We were delighted with the invitation, and therefore said yes. It was a nice celebration of a great year of
collaboration.

Sadly, we have to say goodbye to the teacher in Puka Puka. She is transferred to another school, and will be replaced by
someone else. We hope we will have such a good contact with the new teacher as we had with her. Luckily, the teacher
in Ccochua is staying until next year.
Volunteer Solange visited the mountain school in Puka Puka a few times, and built a good relationship with the children.
That’s why she gave the kids an extra present: a nice warm sweater.
(By Sara Defoor)

Monthly visit to the hot springs of Cconoc
Once a month we pay a visit to the hot springs of Cconoc, a 20 minutes' drive away from the project. The one month we
do this with our toddlers, the other month with our disabled students. In the first place, we teach the toddlers to enjoy
the water. The ones that feel ready can start doing preparatory exercises for swimming.
Children in Curahuasi rarely or never go to a swimming pool, which causes a lot of children to be afraid of the water the
first time. But they overcome their fear rather quickly, and in the end they cannot wait to jump into the water again!

Bristers’ day
The term 'Bristers' refers to brothers and sisters of our special children.
In the past, we noticed that our special kids were not always treated correctly by their siblings. In some cases we even
experienced abuse, and more specifically jealousy towards the presents and care they were given at the project. By
organizing this day, we want to include the siblings. The objective is to offer them psychological support and to pay
attention to their feelings as well. This way, we try to reinforce the relations between the siblings in order to improve
the quality of life for both parties.
We made the famous Flemish boardgame ‘Ganzenbord’ in real life. The Bristers could win fruit, and afterwards they
made a juice out of it together with their brothers and sisters. They all enjoyed the juice, drinking it with a self-made
straw.

Parental participation
Every month we meet up with the parents of our children. While enjoying a snack & a drink, we show them pictures of
what we did in the last month.
First of all, we want to keep them updated about the ins and outs at Oye LENA and the evolution of their child. Also, we
organize workshops to teach the parents how they can stimulate their child and its development. We talk about
education in general, the difficulties that come with this, and the importance of healthy food and health in general.
Some of the mothers we meet more frequently. They cooperate in the project 'Mamita Made Materials'. These mums
create handmade objects (mittens, scarves, dolls,...), of which the entire profit of the sale goes to themselves. More
information about this project can be found later in this newsletter, and at the Mamita Made Materials Facebook page.

Monthly visit to the orphanage of Cachora
In May 2016 we discovered that two of our loyal students, Brayan and Jesús, were abandoned at the orphanage of
Cachora, and we decided to pay them a visit. It was heartbreaking and -warming at the same time. By experiencing these
mixed emotions, we were compelled to return every month.
The 2 boys barely have contact with their mother and little brother. They merely visit them once or twice a year. It is
obvious they still suffer from the situation, but after a long period of domestic violence and abuse, we hope they will get
more stability in their lives and a better future.
To contribute to this, we go visit them one Saturday or Sunday a month. We organize activities, catch up and eat & drink
something tasty. The focus is on entertainment and joy, and we want to offer the kids a day to look forward to every
month. Every month it's a very nice day that goes by way too fast!
Late December, we went to the orphanage in Cachora, to have a Christmas party over there. We started traditionally,
eating Paneton and drinking chocolate milk. Afterwards, we got more active, and played a game with chairs and music.
But the moment that everyone was waiting for: getting the presents! The girls screamed of happiness when they saw
their gifts. We ended the day by playing the new Cluedo board game, a gift to the whole group.
(By Sara Defoor)

Happy birthday!
We celebrate the birthdays of our children with a personalized crown, a song and a present. Sometimes, godparents
send a gift to their godchildren, or they donate some extra cash so we can buy something. The other children receive a
present out of the big birthday gift box.
Jose Abel got a backpack full of presents from his gotmother Lut Houben. Godmother Inez Verreecken donated some
extra money for Ruth Milagros, with which we bought some fun toys from the movie Frozen. Eliazar, Rossel and Hernan
picked a present from the birthday gift box.

Short messages
Ex-volunteer Elisa Raes donated some extra money for Alberto, that we used to buy a nice puzzle.
Some of the older girls (Lyndal, Jhendy, Carol Eva, Romina and Yessinia) did not get a present since a long time, so we
gave each of them a pencil case and some handicraft material.
Jhoncito was very sad at his graduation party at school, since his official godmother did not show up. That’s why we
promised him at the party that he would receive a present from us on the next day. And so we did, and he was shining
again!
R

Brith’s godmother Hilde Plaetinck sent a package via mail, containing a backpack filled with nice things.
Ex-volunteers Kathleen and Roel gave Marleni a present.

Jhordi got a package via mail from his godmother Rita Houben, with a nice sweater and a cool car inside.
Roy’s godmother Inge Plaetinck, and Ruth-Belinda’s godmother and ex-volunteer Lisa De Wolf also donated some extra
money, that allowed us to buy lots of nice things for them.

Ex-volunteers Emma Schneider and Alessio Vecchiato sent a parcel from Germany with all sorts of material to be used in
class (inkpads, pearls, special markers,…). Thanks!
Sabie , Michael and Lenie, family members of Solange, stayed a week at Oye LENA, and brought us a whole suitcase full
of material for the project: sun hats, board games, stickers, presents for the birthday gift box, and much more!

THANKS A LOT TO EVERYONE!

Volunteers come and go
Oye LENA works with volunteers: people from all over the world who want to help. The amount of volunteers varies
throughout the year, but 3/4 of the year we can count on 10 volunteers. Some volunteers stay for 4 weeks, whilst others
stay for a year. But every visit and contribution is much appreciated. Our volunteers are key figures; thanks to them we
can achieve our goals every day, for and with the kids.
We are sad to say goodbye to a great bunch of volunteers and students. Thanks Hanne, for performing magic in excel
files and the fantastic time you gave the children, even though it was your first time working with kids. Thanks
Corentine, for the many physiotherapy sessions, for all the materials and for sharing your knowledge with us. Thanks
Deborah, speech therapist, who gave our children with language problems an extra motivation with a lot of patience.
Thanks Brent, for your creative contribution, your golden heart and your critical view of our way of working. Thanks
student Flore, who focused on relational and sexual education of Maria and Jose Abel, two children with down
syndrome. Thanks student Ellen, who worked on self-reliance and learning signs with Tilsa, a girl with autism and a
language disorder.
(By Lydwin Bulckens)

IN SUPPORT OF THE PROJECT
Short messages
Action ‘Walk for Oye Lena’ in Westrode
Katoo, Eefke and Inge, 3 ex-monitors in the (Belgian) youth movement ‘chiro’, and friends of volunteer Nele, organized a
walk with winterbar on November 11th, together with Nele’s parents. It was a beautiful day, and many people were
present at the event. Many people from Westrode (Wolvertem), but also friends, family and colleagues were there. The
walk, which was at the same time a Cluedo murder game in real life, was a big success. Both young and old were very
enthusiastic. Afterwards, people could sit down together with a piece of pie from the dessert buffet and a cup of hot
coffee, tea or chocolate milk. Thanks to everyone who made this event possible!
(By Griet Bruneel)

FEMMA supports Oye LENA

Rita Bergen, member of Femma Zonderschot in Heist-Op-Den-Berg, and
godmother of Oye LENA, has convinced her department to pick our project as
‘Christmas project’ this year. Because of that, ex-volunteer Roel Verhaert gave
a presentation about Oye LENA on their yearly Christmas meeting. They
collected 200 euro. Thanks!

Heilig-Hartcollege in Heist-op-den-Berg organizes sponsored walking tour for Oye LENA
On March 15th 2017, the students from Heilig-Hartcollege (a secondary school) in Heist-Op-Den-Berg collected money
for Oye LENA. For them, it’s a yearly tradition to end the 40-day period before Eastern with a sponsored walking tour.
Ex-volunteer and ex-student of the school, Roel Verhaert, gave a presentation about Oye LENA earlier (in February), to
motivate everyone. The sponsored walking tour turned out to be a big success, and resulted in a profit of 5200 euro.
This money will be used to install a louver outside to protect our kids from the sun. You will read more about this louver
in the newsletter of January and February. Thanks to all teachers, students and their sponsors!

Shoe-shop Torfs supports Oye LENA en 106 other projects
Every year, the company Torfs supports a number of projects, donating a total amount of 100.000 euro. We were
selected out of 500 projects to contribute to the voting round. We won this voting round, and Oye Lena is one of the in
total 107 lucky ones to receive 1000 euro from the Torfs fund.
Thank you very much to everyone who voted for us, and a special thanks to ex-volunteer Elisa Raes for signing us up for
this competition!

Casa Lena visitors support Oye LENA
Philippe and Carole De Ville, two Belgian Casa LENA campers, left behind a 100 euro after their visit. Thanks!
Nadine Lahouter and Dirk stayed a few days in Casa LENA last year, and support the project ever since. The association
‘Muzikale Omlijsting’, where Nadine used to have membership, was stopped, and the remaining money was divided
over good causes. Oye LENA was one of them. Thanks!
Sylviane and Denis Bertrand, a very sweet French couple, also stayed in Casa LENA last year, and donated 1000 euro to
Oye LENA now. Thanks!

IT-architects support Oye LENA
IT-architects Ilse Maertens and Tom Platteeuw designed the Oye LENA building years ago, and continued supporting the
project ever since. Also this year, they donated 120 euro.
Are you still looking for nice, young, enthusiastic and talented architects? IT-architects fit this profile!

We also received some other donations:
40 euro from ex-volunteer Lies Evenepoel, 100 euro from Marleen and Roger Kestens, 50 euro from Nelen Maria, 100
euro from Maria Simkens, aunt of volunteer Ludwin Bulckens, and 150 euro from Marianne and Marian Duerr, friends of
ex-volunteers Roel and Katleen.

OYE LENA REUNION – FIESTA

Just like every year, Oye LENA organizes a reunion to thank ex-volunteers, sponsors and friends of the project. This year,
in 2018, the event takes place on Saturday March 24th. Future volunteers and sponsors are also welcome, and can for
sure learn more about the project here. Note down the date in your agenda, and invite family and friends. See you
there!
IMPORTANT: We already start at 13h this year, so people who live far away can also enjoy a long day before having to
take the last train home. You can come whenever you want between 13h and late in the night...

Mamita Made Materials: a wool project for and by our mothers
Mamita Made Materials is a project we started in January 2017. The only intention of this small project is to help the
mothers of the pupils by giving them a decent wage in exchange for knitting or crocheting of different materials.
Over and over again, many mothers quite desperately asked for a job or financial help. At first, we didn’t know how
exactly to help these moms. In the past, we already proposed them to knit or crochet hats, scarves, sweaters, etc. but
surprisingly nobody reacted positively. Later on, we discovered why: no one had the financial means to buy the
necessary wool. So... we decided to provide for the wool ourselves.
From now on, we supply a few spheres of wool to the mothers who wish to participle in the project. They are also able
to consult some specialized knitting magazines as an inspiration source. In exchange for a knitted or crocheted item,
they obtain a fair fee.
Part of the profit goes to the mothers, and the other part to Oye LENA for the purchase of new wool.
Zonta Club Roeselare made it possible for us to realize this project. They donated a starting capital of 2000 Euro, so we
could purchase the wool, the crocket hooks, the knitting needles, the magazine copies, etc.

Support Oye LENA for free? How is that possible?
Do your online purchases without extra costs via https://www.trooper.be/oyelenaperu, and we get a percentage.
Everyone happy!
You can buy a lot via Trooper:









Lots of electronics & much more in one of the 323 webshops (Coolblue)
The most amazing toys (Fun/ Bart Smit/ Maxitoys)
A nice weekend away (Booking.com, Cheaptickets or Sunweb)
Nice clothes (JBC, Torfs, De Bijenkorf, Etam, E5 Mode,…)
A nice perfume/ nice make-up (ICI Paris XL, Online-Apotheek)
A gift (L’Occitane, Proxis, Mamzel)
Good bottles of wine (Wijnbeurs)
And a lot more…

The shop knows that you support us, because you surf to their
website via the Trooper webpage. You finish your purchase in one of
the partner shops and pay the normal price, without extra costs. On
average, Oye Lena receives 5 euro for every 100 euro spent.

BECOME A GODPARENT
Oye LENA has 1 new godfather
Thanks Jos Renders, uncle of ex-volunteer Pauline Van Aelst.

OYE LENA IS ALWAYS LOOKING FOR MORE GODPARENTS!
You can offer a whole new future to a child for only a couple of eurocents a day.
Godparents can let us know in advance if they have preferences related to sex or age. When you become a godparent,
you first receive a picture via e‐mail. Godfathers and godmothers who are active on facebook are mentioned in the
pictures we post of their child.
Most communication will happen via e‐mail, in order to keep the costs down. Two times a year you will receive regular
mail of your godchild.
If you do not feel like sending your godchild messages, that's no problem at all.
If you dó feel like sending something, you can do so in English, and we will make sure to translate in Spanish. However,
keep in mind that our children are still very young. A nice picture will effect more than a long letter. Also, do not forget
that it can take a while before your letters arrive in Peru. If you want to avoid long waiting times, it is also possible to
send an e‐mail. We will make sure your e‐mail gets printed and handed over to the child.
You can send your e‐mail to oyeLENA.peru@gmail.com.
The postal address is:

ONG OYE LENA (Stefanie Van Erps + the name of your godchild)
Oficina oficial de correos de Curahuasi,
Curahuasi,
Abancay,
Apurimac,
Peru

It is also possible for you to come and visit the project and your godchild. Just tell us in advance!
In order to make sure payments arrive smoothly, it is best to use a standing order. This way, you automatically deposit a
monthly fixed amount into our bank account (a minimum of 10 Euro per month = 0.30 Euro a day).
Oye LENA has a Belgian bank account: IBAN BE28 06889753 0620 / BIC GKCCBEBB
The money is not specifically destined to your individual godchild, but will be used for every child on the project. It will
amongst others be used to:






buy food and drinks. The children receive a free lunch, fruit, a snack and drinks every day.
finance visits to the doctor, where the children receive free treatment and medication.
buy toys and educational materials.
celebrate birthdays and other festivities (cake and presents!).
pay the wages of our Peruvian cook and teacher.

If you wish to stop being a godparent, you can do so anytime. You only have to send us an e‐mail and cancel your
standing order.
And of course, we will keep you up to date about the latest developments of the project and your godchild!

GIFTS
Did you know that you can receive a tax certificate for your donations from 40 Euro onwards? This certificate can be
added to your tax declaration and the amount of your donation will be deducted from your taxable income.
To determine if you are entitled to a tax certificate for a certain assessment year, all donations you did during that year
are summed up at the beginning of the next assessment year. If you reach a sum of 40 Euro or more, you receive a tax
certificate. So you receive this at the beginning of the year following the year in which you made the donation.
The certificate will only be given for donations to the account number of LZG:
IBAN: BE48 5230 8027 2427 / BIC: TRIOBEBB
Leraars zonder Grenzen vzw, Jan de Graefstraat 7, 2600 Berchem
With mention: “Donation for ONG Oye LENA”

